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The European Community (Ee) is investigating the possibility of implementing energy efficiency
standards on European households appliances. The Be recently commissioned a study of the impact of
potential appliance standards on electricity consumption in the twelve Ee nations. This study looks at
refrigerators, freezers, dishwashers, clothes washers, and clothes dryers. The impact of minimum
efficiency standards on electricity use over the time period from 1995-2010 is estimated.

Because efficiency standards appear as a promising measure to rationalize residential electricity use, many
other European countries outside Ee (Scandinavia, Switzerland) already agree on adopting future Ee
regulations. The general context of the European appliances industry as well as the results of the study
described above win be presented~ The political considerations and the approach in the definition of
energy efficiency standards in Europe will also be discussed.

Introduction

In 1986, the Council of Ministers of the European
Communities adopted the goal of improving end-use
energy-efficiency 20% before 1995. in 1988
and surveys of initiatives taken by member states
revealed that the objectives could not be fulfilled. unless
more effective programs were established. In 1989, the
Council adopted. the PACE program, an action plan for
the efficient use of energy, which includes energy laOlelUJU2:

and the introduction of efficiency standards for household
appliances. the same year, the BC established an
OhlP~tlV~ to stabilize the emission of at its 1990 level

the year 2000.

the French

np'1i..'tnil"'1"n,,~n an of the market
for the Directorate General for of the
Commission of the . This study
estimated the savings that would be derived
from energy standards for five residential
appliances: clothes washers,
clothes and dishwashers~ Since the ADEME study
concluded that energy savings would come from
standards for refrigerators and freezers, ADEME and EC
have their attention on these prC)QUlcts.

This paper will discuss the general context of domestic
in the European the main results

of the completed ADEME study, and the work in progress
for establishing standards in the ECe

vervie f the European
ituation

The World's Appliance Marl<:et

The population of the twelve Be nations (325 minion) is
greater than the u.S.. population (250 minion). There are
approximately 125 million households in the BC nations
and less than 100 million in the U.S.A. Therefore, the
appliance market is potentially larger in the EC than in the
U.S.A. As more countries join the EC, its market win
continue to grow. In 1988, total BC electricity
consumption was equal to 1,615 TWh (1012 Wh): The
average residential use was equal to 26 % of the total,
ranging from 22 to 35% for individual countries.

The levels of appliance ownership (level of saturations or
market penetration) vary greatly from one appliance to
another and from one country to another. Table 1 presents
the level of saturation for the major household appliances.
Except for Greece and Portugal, ownership of a first
refrigerator is essentially at a maximum. Freezer market
penetration ranges from 18 to 70%. Clothes washer pene
trations are much hi er than clothes dryer saturations and
dishwasher penetrations are low, ranging from 4 to 35%.
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CommunityPrograms

The Commission
has

difference between and purchases is accounted
for and exports .. For example, Italy exported
far more refrigerators than it and the reverse is
true for Great-Britain.. In the as trade barriers are
A""JIl.'~'V'1U~ appliances should move even more freely across
borders ..

of the
several goals to stabilize

general and reduce the electrical
bu.rOI)ean households.. Two actions have

been developed for appliances: energy consumption
and minimum efficiency standards.. For

retjn.gt~rat.ors and freezers, is planned for
1993,. Minimum efficiency standards will follow
dei)endlIlliZ on the results of analyses currently in progress..
The U.S. DOE minimum efficiency standards can not be
transferred to Europe for three main reasons: first there is
a great deal of inconsistency between the DoS. DOE and
the ISO (International Standard Organization) test
pr()CedUlre used in Europe.. For example, for measuring
the energy consumption of fridges and freezers, the
ambiant temperature of the test chamber is 32°C (90 0 P)
in the US DOE test procedure and 25°C (77°F) in the
ISO test Secondly the appliances themselves are not
designed to perform the same service. For example, an
American freezer is designed to keep frozen food at 
15°C (5°F)o A European freezer keeps frozen food at 
18°C (-0,4OF).. there are technological differences
between the appliances across the Atlantic ocean.. The best
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Scandinavian countries) is a major
nrc)oucer of household appliances.. The figures in Table 2
compare the level of between USA
and " The European appliance industry was

based on companies ..
the last rate and

the of national was forced
to concentrate" and today four
ap!)uaJrlce manufacturers account for more than 50 % of the

electric in A-J'l.lfoJl 'U'!IJ'IV ..

To illustrate the level of exchange within BC countries,
the and national
rnarkets of and clothes washers are nresenled
for the four BC countries in Table 3.. The



ADEME focuses on those two _...."',A"8I .... ,... i!-

ADEME has to be taken as an eXj:Hor'atnre
The minimum standards are pr(J~POl300

the lack of a uniform test for some apJ)l1anc<~s

and are based on scattered available data9 Noneltne.les:s ..
results are en(~ou:ra2m2

Commission of Ee to further minimum
ern.CleJ!1CV standards9

E E tudyf the

illustration of this is the clothes washer: a vertical axis tub
with an in the US and a drum on ail

horizontal axis in A.4'M-Jl"-J'IU'V9

benefit from the US
~V~"\t:l>"i"1S~n,,...::ll.t::'l in this area and found it poslslble to the

the U&8&

and freezers have a uniform
test the
the EN 153 norm that follows the

recommendations of the . Yet there is still no test
pr()CedUl~e for forced convection and
freezers in the EC. This comes from the USA
and is known in For all other aPt)HaLD.Cc~S

«cu:)[nc~~ wraS]ler;s.. clothes
fonows its own test based on

the same international test recommendations such as ISO.
the progressive of the

..................Ji.Jll......... ,,'1 there is still a lack of in the bUJrOplean

norms, the for the energy
COI1SUmt~tloin of household This absence of
uniform standards slows down efforts to the
efficient use of in This is



particulary true for clothes washers, clothes dryers and
dishwashers, for which manufacturer and consumer
organizations do not want energy performance and quality
performance (such as washing performance) to be treated
separately.

ethodology for De'tlnllna EttlcRE!nc:v

Standards

Appliances have to be analyzed by categories in order to
assure that direct comparisons of energy performances are
possible. A category includes all appliances that present
the same service to the user" There are two methods of
defIDing minimum energy efficiency standards for
households appliances. One is a statistical approach and
the second is an engineering approach.

A statistical approach involves collecting efficiency data
for the product of interest and setting a standard level so
as to eliminate some chosen percentage of the models

offered at the time of the analysis. This approach
was used to develop the minimum efficiency standards
for clothes-dryers and dishwashers.

1 shows 4-star ?",:&f''k'1I i"'lr':&?"(lItn·I8"'_i-11";:::r.,:&'7~'lI"

sold in collected from
The horizontal axis represents the

volume, the vertical axis the annual energy consumption
measured to the EN153 test Each

ret~re~;ents an individual unit" Minimum efficiency
standards for refrigerators and freezers are defined as a

that is an linking volume and
maximum allowable energy Units above the
line have to be upgraded or be eliminated from the
markeL The baseline is the average of the 1990 market

Results of the AnalysisThe en~~m~~erJln2 a:PI)rOcElCn consists for the anallVSlS of the
the of acosts for ll~li""ll'll"",.'ll'11l'l!",n

baseline model. .A certain number of tecoo()lo:rnc,al
are identified to increase the energy

Each is analyzed separaltely
obtain energy and incremental
manufacture the more efficient

are combined to achieve
The combinations of design
ones that are both feasible and ecc~nonuc~aljlV

short time and low life cycle
An en1zm~eer:m2 aPi)l"O~acb. was for ret'n~:eraltO]rS

and freezers ..

The ADE~lIE defmed several of
relX12:erllLtOJrS and freezers based on the minimum attainable
tenme~rntureofiliefrrerer Asw
described in Table 4, is used to this freezer

ext:en~nO)l, the one-
'H'lf'&:I>n"..._~~~ were examined

en~Zm(~rJLnfZ !U"H:llnTC!1C! because of their market
shares. The energy consumption of a refrigerator or
freezer varies with the volume of the unit The
a sted volume accounts for the fact that there is a

difference between ambient (25°C)
and freezer te1JlJ:pe~rat:ur~~s than between ambient and fresh
food It is equal to the sum of
fresh food volume the product of the freezer volume
and the AV coefficient Table

a four star rel'n~~er~ltOJr-tlree.zer
with 325 liters of adjusted volume was

using five design options.. This analysis was
performed using data from French manufacturers. The
results of this analysis are shown in Table 5e One option,
aerogel was eliminated from the table because
its payback period (19.2 yrs) was considered to be too
long. The design options are as follows: the first is a
semi-direct intake compressor, the second is an increase in
door insulation thickness by the third is an
increase in wall insulation thickness by 15mm and 30mm
in the refrigerator and freezer compartments, respectively,
and the fourth is a reduction in door leakage. It was
assumed that CFC replacement win not affect the
errlCl~enc~v of the system; it
increase the insulation thermal 5 %.

2" 138 ... lebot st 111"
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1& Use Versus 4* Refrigerator-Freezers on the i{1,l.J"nn~~an

216 + O~915*AV (AV in liters, Efnax in kWh/year) Trial Standard Level1995~$ Emax
Level 2000~v Emax ::::: 164 + O~569*AV

Baseline Emax =
180 + 0.. 733*A~~ Trial Standard

Details of these can be found in the
ADEME The cost and are both

relative to the baseline modeL For run)rhsU~k"

the cost is
where BCD are bUlfOl)ean CO:mDrlUrJutv

Units (1 ECD ::::: 11le cost minimum
occurs at level 3. Level 3 was choosen as the trial
standard line for year 20000 An intermediate trial standard
line was for to the level of

2 in table 5. The trial line for 1995 was
estimated to save an average of 19% in energy consump-
tion to the baseline" The second level (trial
standard line would save an additional 14% with

to the baseline.

Table 6 summarizes the trial standards for each
aDlPl1aJnce studiecL An end-use energy model
was used to project energy savings from efficiency
standards. If the standards defmed in Table 6 above were
applied to the EC as a whole, total energy use of the
stocks of the five appliances analyzed. would stabilize at
the 1990 level by the year 2000 and then

2). In 1990, all the refrigerators, freezers, clothes
clothes-dryers and dishwashers in the EC

consumed about 152 TWh. This accounts for 36 % of
residential electricity and 9 % of total Ee
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standards"

the lack of uniform and
aa~~uate data on the stock of the
ADEME affirms the availability of substantial

n-al"'rY\lljriPC .... -11I--'11"'....,"' ... for the bUlrOD1e&n

limit emissions and.
a.~.a. ..... f"1l'"1It">1I1·" c~()n~;u:nlpt]lOn of its residential sector"

3
distribution of energy

with and without the

Over a these
standards would an amount

Pfnlnn~lplift't to the 1991 c.H.a. ..... t'!l"'1a,n.1it..'i.!', c(()n~;un:lptllon of Francee
of the evolution and

of the stock of
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II No Efficiency Standard
o Efficiency standards starting in 1995

201020061 9 9 8 Year 2 0 0 21994
O........---~............--""""'im--"""""T"'-.....................p--~--~--~--~~--IIf"""l""' ...........~
1990

2e Evolution of Total Consumption ofAppliance Stocks in

20 final definition of product categories;

Towards the end of 1991, the Danish
the Netherlands Agency for

Environment (NOVEM), and the French ADEME
decided to consolidate their national efforts on appliance
energy The three national agencies created a
consortium, the for Efficient Appliances
The goal of GEA is to carry out technical and economic
analyses on efficiency standards for European appliances
throughout ECe Early in 1992, GEA presented a proposal
to the Commission of the Be to all the necessary
analysis for establishing minimum efficiency standards for
refrigerators and freezers9

" The main steps of this
program are:

10 data collection;

4.. a complete cost-effectiveness (engineering) an~llV~31S:

3" defmition of a short term minimum
standards based on a statistical analysis of
market;

50 definition of term errlClc~nc:y sl:an4W'dS:

~V1l''iI~1MI~n{''~ with minimum efficiency standards, satisfies
most from the national and BC administrations to
the manufacturers"

There is a favorable climate for both an
energy scheme and minimum effiency standards
for in both inside and outside Ee
countries" the Nordic Countries

Finland and established a Commission
to prepare the for energy

and minimum efficiency standardsS
,6,7" Else-

Switzerland has an ambitious energy
program called Energy 2000, featuring minimum

for household apT:)1Ia:nce:s"

In December the Netherlands notified the
Commission of the Ee their desire to make mandatory
minimum standards for refrigerators and
freezers on· Dutch The proposed standards are
based on a statistical analysis of the Dutch refrigerator and
free7..er " Because the Netherlands are members in

the Dutch notification applies pressure on the
Commission of the EC to accelerate the process of setting
uniform appliances efficiency standards throughout Eee
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were about the process would have
such developments. The ADEME study

shows clearly the benefits of efficiency standards. Because
ettlclc~nc:v standards appear as the most promising measure
to diminish residential electricity use, many other
European countries outside Ee (Scandinavia, Switzerland)
are seriously considering the adoption of the future Ee
regulations. Former Eastern bloc nations that today face
critical energy problems could certainly adopt the coming
efficiency standards, as these countries use similar types
of refrigerators and freezers and the same test procedure

153). the results of GEA's refrigerator and
freezer analysis are likely to have a much wider
geographical impact than initially thought, and a much
larger benefit for the global environment as well.

This work was supported by the Commission of the
European Community, Directorate Generale for the

and the French Agency for the

a

of the standards on
the BC total

COIISUm1J~tloln and the EC environment.

onelu'sian

6 ~ evaluatation of
the

GEA has

much more work remains to be done, the
establishement of uniform efficiency standards for
household in the European Community now
seems to be two or three years ago, few who

established contacts with
and freezer manufacturers

QU~~Stlorulaure.4v?.4A and several and '1I'lI:1.n,'!&"'Iir'::lh.n,no1
,J;",I-J

GEA is eager to its contacts with the bUlrO'P~ean

as the of manufacturers in
-n,;;l\1Ii"''t"t''''o11''1i'n1Inn- the is essential to the success of the

GEA to the Commission of the
bUJrO'Piean co:mnlWll1tY a final the analysis
as wen as standards for
household and freezers at the end of 1992e

2" 142 ." Labat 8f sl..



Environment and Energy Management (ADEME). The
opinions expressed in this paper are solely those of the
authors and do not necessarily represent those of CEC-DG
xvn or ADEME.
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